
How do Circuit Courts work? 

I hear that the Nunavut Court of Justice has circuits – can you tell us about 

that? 

Circuits are sort of like the Nunavut Court of Justice travelling road show.  The court 

doesn’t just sit in Iqaluit.  Its judges and clerks go out on the road (actually up in the air) 

to bring court to Nunavummiut. 

What communities have circuit courts? 

Every community in Nunavut has a visit from the Court – this is seen as an important 

principle of the justice principles upon which Nunavut and the Nunavut Court of Justice 

were founded.   Access to justice is a very important and fundamental rule for the 

Nunavut court of justice.   

This is a huge territory with many tiny and distant communities.   

The idea is that the Court is going to do whatever it can to get to Nunavumiut to make 

sure that it is there to deal with problems that arise in communities 

Rule of law – intended to be fair – protect peoples rights – make sure that accused are 

treated fairly – make sure that police dont abuse power – the idea behind the rule of law 

is that Everyone benefits from the application of the same rules applied fairly and with 

compassion – the court can’t deliver on its rule of law promise unless it shows up. 

How many times a year does the court come 

It depends on the community some more some less.  Cambay for instance has the 

highest crime rate outside of Iqaluit – it has the most circuits 6 this year – 8 next.  

Unfortunately as the NCJ has noted – CamBay has not done much to deal with its 

drinking problem so it has the highest crime rate – it needs more NCJ Circuits Repulse 

and Kugaaruk with less alcohol and more influence on the part of elders have only 2 

circuits a year.   

Circuits also vary in length – again in Repulse and Kugaaruk the circuit lasts only a 

couple of days, whereas in CamBay it is sometimes a week in length.  Usually it is only 4 



days long in CamBay, but sometimes there are so many matters that the court has to sit 

for a full week. 

There are also special circuits that take care of jury trials.  

They do jury trials in the communities? 

The NCJ will sit for a jury trial wherever there are enough people to make up a jury.  

This is part of the access to justice principle and it also comes from the rule that people 

should have a jury of their peers (meaning other people in the community that they 

come from should be the real judges). 

With the Bishop trial that is currently taking place in Iqaluit, the trial judge decided that 

there were not likely to be enough jurors in Cambridge Bay because there were too many 

people related to people who were witnesses or would play some other role in the trial. 

The jury trials take place as and when they are needed and they take as long as they need 

to. 

How many people are in court? 

Sometimes there are lots and lots – in a CamBay circuit earlier this year, there were over 

4oo charges on the docket with over 100 accused; 18 in custody.  This coming circuit 

there about 350. 

Access to justice is a principle that lawyers have to observe as well.  We have to make 

sure that we do a good job for all of our clients.  You can imagine just how difficult that 

can be with some many people to take care of. 

Rachel Idlout, who is the head mediator for the Nunavut Family Mediation project and 

she is working with us on the Cambridge Bay Circuit to make sure that we are able to 

effectively take care of our clients and to look for opportunities to get people into 

mediation instead of criminal court. 

Normally we have 2 lawyers in court for a circuit.  In this case we need 3 lawyers to take 

care of all of the accused and it is going to be hard work!  It takes about an hour to 

interview each client and get them ready for court so it is about a weeks work just to get 

ready for the circuit.  



You said something about in custody people – who are they? 

Again – access to justice works here too.  When a circuit takes place in the west, people 

who have been detained at their bail hearing come back to court. 

When I talked about a show cause hearing I discussed that if a JP decides that it is too 

dangerous to release you, you end up being sent out to jail.  If you get sent out to jail, 

you get brought back for court.  It has cost the RCMP as much as $20,00o to charter a 

plane to get everyone in jail back for court.   

If our clients get sentenced to serve more time, they will be flown back out to jail – if 

there are enough for them, again the RCMP have to charter a plane to send them back.  

We try to cut down on expenses by having some people have court over the telephone, 

but again access to justice means that they have a right to see and hear what is going on.  

If they want to come back they come back. 

Too much alcohol can be very expensive.   

Where do you stay on circuit? 

I live in Cambridge Bay so when the court comes here I get to sleep in my own bed.  In 

other communities we stay in a local hotel along with the other members of the court 

party.  We end up spending a fair bit of time together. 

So you all eat and sleep together? 

We definitely eat together but we don’t usually sleep together although we do sometimes 

share rooms – I don’t really like sharing a room with another lawyer – they usually 

snore although one advantage is that if we are having trouble getting settled we can 

usually bore each other to sleep. 

How do your clients look at it that all of the court people are together? 

This can be a big problem – it very important that the community feel that the legal 

system isn’t something that just shows up and leaves a few times a year.  Access to 

justice means that people need to know that the court is there to help them when they 

need it. 



Legal Services Board has tried to deal with this in several ways.  First LSB is responsible 

for Nunavut Courtworkers.  There is a courtworker in every community of the Kitikmeot 

who can help people with almost anything connected to the Court. 

As for hotels and meals – there is usually only one place to stay – so we are stuck with 

that.  But we always try to come to town 2 or 3 days before the court.  We sit down and 

talk to clients with the help of courtworkers we are able to make sure that they 

understand what is going on.  We make sure that they know that we are there only to 

help them and we are not the court or the prosecution – our loyalty is to them alone.  

We do our best to make sure that they know that their story will be heard in court. 

The court just shows up and leaves when its done – is that a good thing? 

The circuit court process started in England 1oos of years ago and it has been used for 

for communities where there is not enough work to keep a judge busy full time.  In this 

regard Nunavut is no different than anywhere else.   

However access to justice is a formal objective of the Nunavut Court of Justice and the 

Court makes special efforts to make the rule of law real in some of the world’s remotest 

communities.  The defence team of courtworkers and defence lawyers play an important 

role in making the rule of law real.   Just like circuit courts make justice accessible to 

every community of Nunavut, defence lawyers and courtworkers make sure that accused 

persons understand that the Court will hear their voices as well. 

 


